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By BLEUJOUR

KUBB

12

ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
The emblem of the brand.
The shell 12 inspired the logo and wears the genuine color of our philosophy. Real cornerstone of the range, easily
identifiable, it is the Kubb shell par excellence. It owes its name to its size and symbolize the idea of the perfect
number.
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KUBB CHAMPAGNE
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Bring some cheerfulness in your interior !
Synonym of party and celebration, Kubb Champagne has changing and sparkling shades, from white to saffron by
way of pale yellow, ocher and mustard yellow.
The shell Champagne is perfect for a modern interior design. It can also be associated to any warm shade and will
naturally fade into any environments.
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KUBB CHOCOLAT
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSor

12 x 12 x 12 cm

Memory

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Succumb to the shell Chocolat !
Its timeless color turns the Kubb into a cosy and sophisticated object, reminiscent of the strength of cocoa and the
flavor of chocolate. This warm shade of brown match with any interior design. Imagine Kubb Chocolat in a blue,
off-white or lavender tones atmosphere.
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KUBB FONTE
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Go back to the basics with the shell Fonte by immersing yourself in the heart of the industrial revolution. The raw
black, combined with the rough touch of cast iron effect, will make your Kubb a truly unique object. Ideal in an industrial decorative environment, it will also match with other styles and give character to your interior.
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KUBB FUCHSIA
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Who said that professionalism rhymed with simplicity ?
It’s time to leave it out ! With the shell Fuchsia it’s time to rediscover an intense tint with a strong character. This
powerful color will boost your work environment ! Imagine your Kubb Fuchsia on a white desk, a daring marriage
for a glamourous and « punchy » atmosphere !
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KUBB GRAPHITE
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 6 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Let the dark side tempt you.
The traditional black revisited with a shade of dark grey and a subtle touch of silver creates a stunning effect. The
shell Graphite shows the mastery of the matter in order to give it back the imprint of time. Renew and explore new
horizons with Kubb Graphite in order to reinvent your work environment.
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KUBB MAI 68
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Kubb has the floor !
The shell Mai 68 is a true revolution in the High-Tech world ! Its textured cover and changing shades with metal particles make this Kubb really authentic, charming and outstanding. Kubb’s general appearance, its color and texture
are the result of an extraordinary combination in interior design !
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KUBB MIROIR
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Treat yourself is no longer a luxury.
Kubb Miroir, inspired by the historical Palais des Glaces of Versailles, will adapt itself perfectly to your interior, while
bringing it a touch of brightness. Let yourself be tempted by this Kubb with a thousand reflections...
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KUBB QUARTZ
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
The simplicity of white with a hint of madness !
The shell Quartz gives life to the matter with its frosted texture and its silver glints while revisiting the plainness
of white. Discreet and sophisticated, your Kubb with the shell Quartz will easily fade into any background, work or
leisure environments.
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KUBB ROUGE PASSION
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Be passionate !
Its paradoxical color spread confusion on its intentions but not on its success. The shell Rouge Passion, warm and
romantic, attracts and seduces. It easily match with brown, black and white tones. It will add a touch of originality
in your decoration.
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KUBB SOURCE
ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
Beyond its small size and its aesthetism, Kubb is more than a wonderful desktop computer, it is a mass of cutting-edge technology
with exceptional performances.
Perfectly adapted to corporate world and home, Kubb will revolutionize your IT by giving you a new vision of that one.
Equipped with the lastest generaton of processors, DDR4 memory
and NVMe PCIe SSD storage (in option a second storage unit) Kubb
is ideal for those who are looking for exceptional performance in
the use of multimedia, finance, office and management applications
without forgetting the ease of use of an extremely silent computer.
Transform your workspace while releasing the power of Kubb !

SPECIFICATIONS

Gigabit Ethernet

WIFI

8 Gb sDDR4 2400MHz up to
32 Gb

NETWORK

Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7

MULTI-SCREEN

DOUBLE STORAGE

THUNDERBOLT

USB 2.0 + USB 3.1
RJ45 +HDMI + Microphones

DIMENSION

PLASTIC
FREE

CUSTOMIZABLE

DIFFERENT
COLORS

PROCESSOR

12 x 12 x 12 cm

MEMORY

I/O PORTS

BLUETHOOTH

SILENT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Linux Mint or Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit

DESCRIPTION
Shell Source, the perfect balance !
Pure, intense and deeply sparkling, the shell Source match with every color with no exceptions, whether hot, cold
or neutral. Perfect for an environment where innovation and performance are required, the Kubb Source will make
unity in elegance.
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